Acute Myeloid Leukaemia after Treatment for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia in Girl with Bloom Syndrome
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Abstract

Bloom syndrome (BS) is an inherited genomic instability disorder caused by disruption of the BLM helicase and confers an extreme cancer predisposition. Here we report on a girl with BS who developed acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) at age nine, and treatment-related acute myeloid leukaemia (t-AML) aged 12. She was compound heterozygous for the novel BLM frameshift deletion c.1624delG and the previously described c.3415C>T nonsense mutation. Two haematological malignancies in a child with BS imply a fundamental role for BLM for normal haematopoiesis, in particular in the presence of genotoxic stress.
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Introduction

Bloom syndrome (BS, OMIM #210900) is an autosomal recessive disorder with proportionate pre- and postnatal growth retardation, inflammatory skin changes due to hypersensitivity to UV light, telangiectatic, hypo- and hyperpigmented skin flecks, and predisposition to malignancy. BS is caused by mutations in the BLM gene on chromosome 15q26.1, which encodes a RecQ helicase, and belongs to the group of genomic instability disorders with DNA repair defects [1-3]. The mutation spectrum in BS patients is well defined and comprises missense and nonsense mutations, small and large deletions, and small duplications and insertions many of which represent founder mutations in distinct ethnic groups [3]. More than half of the BS patients reported to the BS registry (http://weill.cornell.edu/barogenetics/) have developed cancer, 10-15% of which are haematological. In children several communications have described acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) [4], myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) and acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) [5,6], as has been in adults [7]. Here we report the clinical findings and course of a girl with BS due to compound heterozygosity for a novel and a previously described BLM mutation, who developed ALL and secondary AML with a short latency, and discuss clinical and genetic implications.

Case Report and Cytogenetic Analysis

The girl was born to a non-consanguineous white British couple. Her birth weight was 1.88 kg (<0.4th centile). During early childhood she was noted to be short and to develop café-au-lait patches (Figure 1A) and darker raised pigmented naevi on her arms and legs. Dysmorphic features with a long smooth philtrum, epicanthic folds, thin vermillion borders, prominent ears and triangular facies were also noted, but...
no diagnosis was made. At 9 years of age, the girl was referred for unexplained bruising. She had pancytopenia and circulating lymphoid blast cells consistent with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. Bone marrow aspiration confirmed the diagnosis of pre-B cell ALL. Features of bone marrow blasts were consistent with the diagnosis of common ALL (Table 1). Induction chemotherapy was commenced according to the ALL 2003 trial [8], initially without significant side-effects. However, during a neutropenic episode after the first intensification she developed a painful photosensitive rash that healed slowly (Figure 1B).

In view of the new diagnosis of ALL with a significant photosensitive skin reaction on chemotherapy in the presence of mild dysmorphic features and a history of IUGR, the possibility of a DNA repair disorder, in particular BS, was considered. Sister chromatid exchange (SCE) and karyotype analysis was carried out using standard protocols. In brief, four phytolaminemagullatinin (PHA) stimulated whole blood cultures were established from the proband and an age matched control, respectively. Two un synchronised cultures were exposed to Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) at a concentration of 10 mg/ml, one unsynchronised culture had no BrdU and the final culture was synchronised with thymidine and deoxycytidine. All of the cultures were harvested after 72 h. Metaphases obtained from the BrdU treated cultures were exposed to UV and 2xSSC for 12 min each and then stained for 2 min in Giemsa. 50 cells from each of these cultures were analysed to obtain the level of SCE. Metaphases obtained from the unsynchronised culture were solid stained with Giemsa. 50 cells were examined from this culture to obtain the level of spontaneous chromosome damage. Metaphases obtained from the synchronised culture were G banded using trypsin and Giemsa. This culture was analysed to obtain the constitutional karyotype. The solid Giemsa stained slides revealed a greater than 10-fold increased rate of spontaneous chromosome breaks in this patient (0.24 aberrations/cell) compared to control cases (0.02 aberrations/cell), including distinct quadriradial reunion figures of homologous chromosomes (Figure 2A). After BrdU exposure of PHA-stimulated cultured lymphocytes there was evidence of a greater than 10-fold increase in SCE levels in this patient (92 SCEs/cell) compared to two control cases (6 and 5 SCEs/cell) (Figure 2B). This was consistent with a diagnosis of BS. Biochemistry profiling showed raised levels of cholesterol (10.9 mmol/L) and triglycerides (4.7 mmol/L), further supporting this diagnosis [9]. A lymphoblastoid cell line of peripheral blood lymphocytes from this girl was established by Ebstein Barr Virus EBV transformation.

The diagnosis of BS was made three weeks into treatment. Morphological remission from ALL was documented at day 28 into chemotherapy following Regimen A [8], complicated by mild induction was indicative of high risk according to the protocol. She received minimal residual disease (MRD) analysis after 28 days into chemotherapy. However, minimal residual disease (MRD) analysis after 28 days into chemotherapy revealed +25% blasts. Dose adaptations including dexamethasone pulses, due to bone marrow suppression and hypertension. She completed two years treatment and was at that time in molecular remission. Sixteen months into follow up for her ALL, she developed again thrombocytopenia. However, bone marrow aspiration did not show relapse of ALL, but hypercellular myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS RAEB 2) with tri-lineage myeloid dysplastic features, 10-15% blasts and complex cytogenetic aberrations (Table 1 and Figure 3). Despite treatment with low dose cytarabine in order to delay the progression to AML, two months later she had 49% blasts with M6 morphology on bone marrow aspiration, consistent with AML. She was commenced on fludarabine (30 mg/m2/d) for 5 days and attenuated doses of cytarabine (750 mg/m2/d). This resulted in grade IV myelotoxicity and severe mucositis requiring total parenteral nutrition and intensive blood product and antibiotic support. Three weeks after chemotherapy bone marrow aspirate showed persistence of disease. A second course of chemotherapy was commenced, resulting again in severe mucositis and extreme myelosuppression, but blasts persisted on BM examination. In view of the refractory disease and extreme toxicity, active cytotoxic treatment was discontinued. She died three weeks later aged 12 years and 10 months.

**Mutational Analysis**

Mutation analysis was carried out on genomic DNA from peripheral blood, bone marrow aspirates at diagnosis of ALL and AML during treatment, and a patient-derived lymphoblastoid cell line using exon scanning sequencing of the entire BLM gene (primer sequences available on request). In DNA extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes, we detected the heterozygous BLM mutation c.1624delG in exon 7, which results in a shift of the reading frame and STOP after 3 bp, p.(Asp542Thrfs) (Figure 4A). As a second heterozygous mutation we detected c.3415C>T in exon 18, which has been described once previously [3], and results in an immediate STOP, (p.Arg1139?) (Figure 4B). Of note, both mutations appear to be very rare. The former is novel, the latter was observed in a patient of North American ancestry and classified by German et al. among 45 unique BLM mutations [3]. Both mutations truncate the protein, inconsistent with normal BLM function. Mutational analysis of a lymphoblastoid cell line from the patient confirmed the c.1624delG mutation. However, the c.3415C>T mutation was no longer detectable, implying total reversion in that cell type (Figure 4C). This fact was consistent with the observation of phenotypic reversion of the lymphoblastoid cell line displaying a normal rate of 4.1 ± 2.6 SCEs (mean ± SD) per metaphase (Figure 2C). To explore to what extent the genetic reversion that we detected in cultured lymphoblasts might have contributed to this girl’s clinical course, we repeated the mutation analysis in sequential samples obtained from bone marrow at diagnosis of the ALL and after induction chemotherapy, and at diagnosis and refractory disease of the AML. At all stages of disease progression both mutations were detected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM Morphology</th>
<th>Immunophenotype</th>
<th>Cytogenetics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>DR/TdT+/CD10++/CD38+ and cmu+</td>
<td>CD34+/CD45 neg/weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS/AML</td>
<td>CD34+/CD7 weak/CD13+</td>
<td>46.XX. Non-clonal structural abnormalities noted. FISH for BCR/ABL. MLL, TEL/AML1 and IGH neg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Morphology, immunophenotype and cytogenetic changes of ALL and subsequent MDS transforming into AML in the girl with Bloom syndrome.
Discussion

BS is a cancer predisposition disorder with an inherited defect in DNA repair caused by disruption of the RecQ helicase encoded by the *BLM* gene. Mutational analysis of genomic DNA of the girl reported here revealed a novel mutation, c.1624delG that adds to the spectrum previously described in *BLM* patients from Welsh or English ethnic and geographical background [3]. It also suggests that the c.3415C>T mutation, previously described in an individual with North American ancestry [3], might have its origin in the British Isles. Both mutations of the present BS patient are essentially null mutations, not permitting the expression of residual functional protein in compound heterozygous condition, suggesting that all disease manifestations of the patient are most probably ramifications of their presence. In contrast to the spectrum of malignancies in other chromosomal instability syndromes and in particular other disorders with RecQ helicase disruption, the distribution of cancers in BS is overall reflecting that of the normal population with a much younger age patterns and higher frequency, and includes lymphoid and myeloid leukaemia with median age of onset of leukaemia and lymphomas of 20 years [11]. Although haematological malignancies are developing frequently in BS, MDS transforming to AML has been reported only in three paediatric cases [5,6,12], and one younger adult [7]. These developed de novo and were not associated with prior treatment for earlier malignant disease. This is to our knowledge the first case with a myeloid malignancy secondary to treatment for preceding ALL in BS. There is no other data available of cytogenetic changes in acute lymphoblastic leukaemia associated with BS, but it is of note that the ALL in the present case was not hyperdiploid and lacked chromosomal rearrangements common for childhood

Figure 2: Cytogenetic manifestations. Giemsa-stained metaphases from 72-h-cultures of cells from the girl with Bloom syndrome. A: Double-symmetrical quadriradial figure (arrow) representing a rearrangement between homologous chromosomes from a PHA-stimulated whole blood culture of peripheral blood lymphocytes. B: Characteristic Harlequin chromosomes (arrows) in a metaphase from a PHA-stimulated peripheral blood lymphocyte culture exposed to BrdU, indicating a greatly increased rate of sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs). C: A metaphase from an EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid cell line showing only occasional SCEs (arrow) suggesting a normal SCE rate and somatic reversion of the line.

Figure 3: Complement changes in an AML cell of the Bloom syndrome patient. Karyotype from an unstimulated 40-h-culture bone marrow AML blast from the girl’s secondary AML: 41,X,add(X)(q26),add(1)(p2),+add(1)(q1)x2,add(3)(p21),-6,-6,add(7)(p13),add(9)(p13)x2,add(11)(p11),add(12)(p13)-14,-14,-15,-16,-17,add(18)(p13),-20,-21,-22+5mar.

Figure 4: Mutation analysis in the girl with Bloom syndrome. Electropherograms from Sanger sequencing. A: DNA from peripheral blood reveals the heterozygous mutation c.1624delG in *BLM* exon 7 on the sense (upper panel) and antisense (lower panel) strand. B: The other heterozygous mutation in peripheral blood DNA is c.3415C>T in *BLM* exon 18 shown on the sense (upper panel) and antisense (lower panel) strand. C: DNA from a lymphoblastoid cell line retains the heterozygous mutation c.1624delG on both strands, but has lost the mutation c.3415C>T (sense and antisense strand, respectively), confirming somatic reversion.
ALL. Cytogenetic analysis of the MDS/AML subsequently revealed a complex karyotype in keeping with it representing a treatment (t)-related MDS/AML, and harboured chromosomal aberrations invariably associated with very poor prognosis. These included del5 and del7, which are frequently found in adults with t-AML after ALL [13]. This occurred in the BS patient reported here with a latency similar to that of the other few reported t-AMLs that developed after ALL, but in much older individuals, and which represent only a small fraction of t-AMls [14]. This is in keeping with the accelerated aging phenotype of BS, and implies a fundamental role of the BLM protein for normal haematopoeisis and leukemia prevention, in particular in response to DNA-damaging agents. Loss of the mutation c.3415C>T associated with reversion of the cellular phenotype was detected in a lymphoblastoid cell line from the girl. This finding corresponds to common experience with other BS lymphoblastoid lines: German et al. reported that cytogenetic analysis determined low (i.e., normal) SCE levels in 15 out of 23 of their BS cell lines [3], though the mutation c.3415C>T in particular has not yet been recounted as revertible. The mechanisms by which such reversions emerge as well as the fact that approximately 20% of persons with typical BS have a proportion of lymphocytes (usually a small one) in blood exhibiting a low-SCE rate have been described previously [15]. But even if there were a few undetectable pre-existing reverted cells in blood of the girl presented here -of the type that became prevalent in the lymphoblastoid line- they did not confer a benefit to the patient, as has never been described for any other BS patient. It may be concluded that the development of malignancies is faster in BS patients than the perseverance of mosaicism in the haematopoietic system. At any rate, the reversion was detectable in ALL or AML blood and bone marrow samples of the patient presented here suggesting that both haematological malignancies did not arise from revertant cells. Apparently it is the BS cellular phenotype that facilitates the development of leukaemia. We can also infer that the mechanism of the terminal chemo-unresponsiveness and refractory AML in this case must involve secondary genetic changes other than BS gene reversion.
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